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top of that human ladder, the greatest saint and the noblest
intellect, geniuses built by slow degrees, built up by count-
less struggles, by failure as well as victory, by evil as well
as good. The evils of the past are the steps whereon man
rises into virtue, so that even in the lowest criminal we see
the promise of divinity. He too shall rise where the saint
is standing, and in all the children of men God shall at
last be seen.
That explains why man should have progressed, even
though Weissmann be right when he says that acquired
qualities are not transmitted; for those mental and moral
qualities are not the gift of the parent, they are the hard-
won spoils of victory of the individual soul; and each soul
comes back to his birth into the new body with the results
of his past lives in his hand to work with in the present-
Thus reincarnation with its lessons in the evolution of
life fills up the gaps in the scientific theory and makes
intelligible the progress of character and intelligence, side
by side with the evolution of form.
Again, wherever we go through nature, looking at things
of the same kind, we find them at different stages of
growth ; and we constantly find in the more developed
creature marks of the past along which he has evolved.
And similarly, when we look at man, we see all stages of
intelligence and all stages of moral growth. How are
they to be explained scientifically ? Certainly not by
the principle—thrown out everywhere by science—of
sudden creation, of a sudden appearance without cause,
without antecedents, without anything to explain it.
Then why these great differences ? Or why even the small
differences? If we say c Growth', we are on sound
scientific ground, because everywhere in nature we see
growth, differences of size, differences of development;

